Session types have been proposed as a means of statically verifying implementations of communication protocols. Although prior work has been successful for some classes of protocols, it does not cope well with parameterized, multi-actor scenarios with inherent asynchrony. For example, the sliding window protocol is not expressible in previously proposed session type notations. This article defines System-A: a novel session type system, as well the associated programming language that together overcome many of the limitations of prior work. With explicit support for asynchrony and concurrency, as well as multiple forms of parameterization, we demonstrate that System-A can be used for the static verification of a large class of asynchronous communication protocols.
Introduction
Session types [35] are a means of expressing the order and type of messages exchanged by concurrently executing processes. In particular, session types can be used to statically check if a group of processes communicates according to a given specification. In these systems, a global type specifies the permissible sequences of messages that participants may exchange in a given session, as well as the types of these messages. The typing requires the programmer to provide the global type. A projection algorithm then generates the restrictions implied by the global type for each participant. Such restrictions are called end-point types or local types and describe the expected behavior of the individual participants in the protocol. The actual program code implementing the behavior of a participant is checked for conformance against this localized behavior specification. We are interested in generalizing prior work on session types to typing coordination constraints in parameterized actor [1] programs, which can then be enforced, e.g., with Synchronizers [27, 28, 24] or other ways [42, 2] .
Typing coordination constraints in actors requires addressing two problems. First, asynchronous communication leads to delays that require considering arbitrary shuffles. Second, we need to consider parameterized protocols. For example, assume two actors communicating through a sliding window protocol [51] : the actors agree on the length of the window (i.e., the number of messages that may be buffered) and then proceed to a concurrent exchange of messages. Prior work on session types is not suitable for typing interactions such as the sliding window protocol. The reason for this limitation is that their respective type languages depend on other formalisms for type checking (such as typed λ-calculus [3] or System T [32] ), and these formalisms do not support a concurrency construct.
Contributions
We present a programming language along with a session type system that overcomes many of the aforementioned limitations through the use of parameters and novel constructs. The session types were originally introduced in Asynchronous multi-party sessions Many real-world protocols involve more than two participants, which makes their description in terms of multiple two-party sessions unnatural. To overcome this limitation, Honda et al. [36] extend session types to support multiple participants: A global type specifies the interactions between all participants from a global perspective. A projection algorithm then mechanically derives the behavior specification of each individual participant, that is, its local type.
The notion of a global specification and the associated correctness requirements for projection were first studied by Carbone et al. [11] , although in the context of concrete implementations rather than session types; Bonelli's work on multipoint session types [9] treats multi-party protocols from the local perspective only. Bettini et al. [7] allow multi-party sessions to interleave and derive a type system guaranteeing global progress. Gay and Vasconcelos [30] consider subtyping in presence of asynchrony. Recent work by Carbone and Montesi [13] takes a novel approach to asynchrony by treating programs from the global perspective and regaining concurrent composition through a suitable swap relation. Although it obviates the need for an explicit concurrent operator, their approach does not support parameterized programs. In contrast, we include a parameterized concurrent construct in our types. Concurrent composition is also treated in the work of Kouzapas et al. [39] , who apply session type discipline to π -calculus. An event-driven approach to asynchrony is explored by Hu et al. [37] . However, neither the system of Kouzapas, nor that of Hu handles parameterized asynchrony.
The type systems introduced by Puntigam [49, 48] deal with asynchrony in the context of actors. His approach has the benefit of not utilizing global types; instead, given an actor's specification, the system ensures its proper use. To the best of our knowledge, this is also the only relevant body of work where the language supports dynamic actor creation, which is something that System-A does not handle. However, it is important to note that Puntigam's systems ensure safety properties on a per-actor basis, which is (naturally, due to the absence of global types) somehow limited in scope. Parameters are also not considered.
The present article builds on the foundation of a global protocol specification and its projection onto local behaviors, as in the work of Honda et al. [36] . Unlike Honda's approach (but following Castagna et al. [15, 16] ), we simplify the notation for global types by replacing recursion with the Kleene star and limiting each pair of participants to use a single bidirectional channel. We introduce an explicit shuffle operator to preserve the commutativity of message arrivals that can be achieved using multiple channels. Explicit shuffles also reduce the need for a special subtyping relationship that allows the permutation of (Lamport-style) concurrent asynchronous events for optimization [43] . Following Castagna's global type syntax further, we support join operations. Joins cannot be expressed in Honda et al.'s global types because of the linearity requirement. However, as Deniélou and Yoshida remark [22] , join operations can only describe series-parallel graphs. Protocols such as the alternating bit protocol [41] that require interleaved synchronization between two processes consequently cannot be expressed in our global type language. Our choice to not support generic graph structures as global types is founded on the desire to support parameterization and, at the same time, keep the language understandable; it remains unclear to us how to visualize parameterized graphs in an intuitive fashion.
Parameterized session types Our major extension over Honda et al. and Castagna et al.' s work is the introduction of parameters. The main inspiration for our parameterization of session types is the work of Yoshida et al. [53] and Bejleri [5, 6] . Yoshida et al. augment the global types of Bettini et al. [7] with primitive recursive combinators to obtain dependent types that support the parameterization of the repetition count and the connection topology. This allows, for example, using a single global type for a highly participant-count dependent butterfly network. Static verifiability-without instantiating the type parameters-is maintained by projecting onto parameterized local types that allow syntactic comparisons. Deniélou and Yoshida [21] achieve parameterization by means of quantification over behavior specifications they call roles. Like Bettini et al., and unlike System-A, neither Deniélou et al. nor Yoshida et al. support arbitrary, concurrency-induced shuffles in their global and local types. While Bettini et al. regain concurrent composition through the interleaving of global types, it is unclear how the results transfer to the other two approaches.
Realizability of sessions We draw our ideas for global type realizability criteria primarily from the approach of Castagna et al. [16] . However, the presence of parameters in our operators makes realizability harder to tackle in a purely structural manner; we thus apply our criteria to traces instead. Some of our ideas for realizability parallel the work of Lanese et al. [40] , although our criteria are stronger in some cases, as for example, our sequencing criterion handles repetitions. The notion of a distinctive point for implementing choice (Section 9) is also employed in their work, where it is called unique point of choice, but in a simpler context (absence of parameters). Basu et al. [4] derive precise realizability criteria for choreographies. Although not concerned with parameterization, their work demonstrates conditions that are both necessary and sufficient. In contrast, our realizability results are conservative, that is, we only state sufficient conditions.
Modeling of multi-party protocols
Formalisms for describing multi-party communication protocols have been studied in the context of designing distributed systems and cryptography protocols. As modeling tools, the formalisms provide ways to check a protocol for desired properties [55] , or to synthesize such protocols [46] . In contrast to session types, those formalisms lack ways to statically verify the compliance of an actual protocol implementation against the specification. Deniélou and Yoshida [22] discuss session types and their relation to work on distributed systems and cryptography protocols in greater depth.
Motivation
This section motivates our approach with a discussion of the sliding window protocol, a case of locking-unlocking, and some cases of limited resource sharing. We demonstrate how the behavior of such protocols can be described in System-A.
The sliding window protocol Assume that an actor a sends messages of type m to an actor b, which acknowledges every received message with an ack message. The protocol determines that at most n messages can be unacknowledged at any given time, so that a ceases sending until it receives another ack message. In this example, the window size n is a parameter, which means that we need a way to express the fact that n sending-acknowledging events can be in transit at any given instant in time. The global type of the protocol is as follows:
where a m −→ b denotes that a sends a message of type m to b. The operator ; is used for sequencing interactions. Operator is used for the concurrent composition of its left and right arguments, while the Kleene star has the usual semantics of an unbounded-yet finite-number of repetitions.
The above type can be expressed using the notation of Castagna et al. [15, 16] , albeit with a fixed window size n. In System-A on the other hand, we can parameterize the type in n and statically verify that participants follow the protocol without knowing its runtime value. Using n i=1 to denote the concurrent composition of n processes, we obtain the following type in our notation:
Locking/unlocking Consider a set of n client actors c 1..n , each of which needs to acquire exclusive access to a server s, by sending it a lock message. The server replies with ack, the client uses its services (not shown) and then unlocks it by sending an unlock message, at which point the next client can do the same. Using ⊗ to denote an arbitrary, atomic reordering of terms, the following type describes the locking-unlocking protocol for a fixed number of participants: 
Limited resource sharing In this scenario, a server s grants two clients c 1 and c 2 exclusive access to a set of n resources. At any given point, a maximum of n resources can be locked, but the relevant lock-ack-unlock messages from both clients can be interleaved in any way. Following is the global type for this situation:
The concurrent composition is parameterized in n, the number of resources. Each sequence of lock-ack-unlock messages is also parameterized in i, which ranges from 1 to n and signifies the resource it refers to. This is necessary to ensure realizability of the protocol, because in the case of multiple outstanding requests, it allows the participants to disambiguate the responses they receive. Each concurrent instance subsumed by the n i=1 operator consists of a loop (Kleene star) which entails a choice, indicated by ⊕. Either c 1 gets access to a resource, or c 2 , and this happens repeatedly.
These type operators may be combined to express more complicated resource sharing. For instance, consider another version of the previous example, where not only the number n of resources, but also the number k of clients is a parameter:
Global types
A global type describes a protocol to which the whole system must adhere. The examples in Section 3 are all global types since they describe the behavior of all participants. This section formalizes the language of global types in System-A. We first provide the syntax and intuitive meaning of the operators. Then, in Section 4.2, we define their formal semantics. (G-Shuffle) means that both arguments are executed atomically, in an unspecified order. Formally,
Syntax of global types
with the ≡ relation denoting semantic equivalence (Table 2) .
(G-KleeneStar) has the usual semantics of zero or more repetitions of the argument. We assume a finite number of repetitions.
The n-ary versions of the operators express behaviors where the value of n, n 1 , and n 2 are unknown at compile time.
Intuitively, the rules (G-Seq-N), (G-Choice-N), (G-Paral-N), and (G-Shuffle-N) apply the respective binary operator n 2 − n 1 times, generating a global type for each of the n 2 − n 1 + 1 values of i. (G-Exp) denotes the n-fold, sequential repetition of the argument. Note that for known parameter values, these expansions can take place during compilation. All of the operators are commutative, with the exception of sequencing. All operators are furthermore associative, with the exception of shuffling. In particular, Table 1 The syntax of global types. The auxiliary symbols appearing in the grammar have the following domains: i ∈ IndexNames; n, n 1 , n 2 ∈ ParamNames ∪ N; a, b ∈ ActorNames ∪ {α j | α ∈ ActorNames, j ∈ IndexNames}; and m ∈ MsgNames ∪ {μ j | μ ∈ MsgNames, j ∈ IndexNames}.
because the meaning of
G i is that all arguments G i are executed atomically, but in an unspecified order. Instead, the right-hand side above prevents, for example, G 3 from occurring between G 1 and G 2 .
The distinction between the Kleene star and exponentiation is fundamental. The use of G n means that the protocol conformance checker will have to prove that the system is correct for any fixed value of the parameter n. G * on the other hand means an unbounded number of repetitions of G. There is no parameter fixing this number, and it may be different from instance to instance of the Kleene star and/or among executions of the same program with the same run-time values for its parameters. The Kleene star entails a choice as to when to exit the loop, a difference that becomes clearer in Section 9.5.
Semantics of global types
This section formalizes the intuitions introduced earlier by defining the trace semantics of global types. The traces of a global type G ∈ G capture the permissible sequences of messages that participants may exchange. Later, in Section 9, we define properties of G's traces that ensure that a program with local types derived from G adheres to the protocol specified by G. We use the following definitions:
Definition 2 (Trace).
A trace is a finite sequence of events and is of the form e 1 ; e 2 ; . . . ; e k .
In the operational semantics shown in Table 2 , a configuration is a tuple of the form (T , X), where T denotes the trace produced so far, and X is a set of concurrently executing processes, which we need to model concurrent composition and other constructs. Each such process is of the form G where G ∈ G is a global type as defined in Table 1 . To make the presentation cleaner, our rules omit T when it is clear that it remains the same. Notice that rules after (GS-Trace) do not mention T -(GS-Trace) is the only rule that produces an event. The rule makes a non-deterministic choice among processes whose prefix is an interaction and appends the respective event to T . In general, if more than one rewriting rule applies, we assume that the system makes a non-deterministic choice.
Definition 3 (Traces of a global type).
The set of traces tr (G) producible by a global type G ∈ G consists of all traces that can be derived by applying the semantic rules in Table 2 to the initial configuration , { G } until termination. That is, all different values T can have when G terminates, when T 's initial value is set to . We say that G terminates when the set X in the semantic configuration contains nothing but τ processes.
In the semantics, we assume the existence of a function v(·) that evaluates its argument expression without side-effects. We use v to retrieve the values of type parameters, constants, and simple expressions involving these. Additionally, notice rule (GS-Init), which appends τ to G-this enables termination as per Definition 3. In a slight abuse of notation, G can take the value τ for the purposes of this section.
Many of the rules produce special markers to help distinguish execution paths and coordinate concurrent processes. When the marker is first produced, it is given a fresh subscript k that identifies the particular rewriting step that caused the marker to appear. The superscript is a counter, useful in cases such as the join marker j x k . The latter is used in (GS-Join) to merge concurrent processes when all x of them reach the join with the same k.
Rules (GS-Star) and (GS-Exp) perform the standard rewritings of Kleene star and exponentiation, respectively, in terms of other operators. Rule (GS-Paral) produces two processes to model concurrent composition. These processes merge at a special join marker j x k , as described by rule (GS-Join). Rule (GS-Choice) also produces two processes, one for each branch of Table 2 The semantics of global types. The rules transform configurations (T , X), where T denotes the trace produced so far, and X is the set of concurrently executing processes G , G ∈ G . For brevity, the rules omit unchanged elements. Function v(·) evaluates expressions; [·/·] denotes substitution of free variables; and s-on etc. are special markers that steer the execution. See Table 1 for the domains of the remaining symbols.
(continued on next page) 
the choice operator. Both are preceded by a special selection marker, which is used to make a non-deterministic choice in (GS-Ch-Done). Note that X is an unordered set, and hence in (GS-Ch-Done) the process to execute (denoted by G 1 in the rule) is chosen non-deterministically. Because (GS-Star) introduces choice, this has the important implication that the rules might execute Kleene star loops an infinite number of times. To overcome such non-termination issues, we make a fairness [26] assumption whereby rule (GS-Ch-Done) does not permanently "ignore" a branch that shows up repeatedly. This ensures traces of finite (yet unbounded) length.
Shuffling is more complicated because it entails the atomic execution of all the arguments of the operator. (GS-Shuffle) produces processes that enclose the arguments in pairs of s-on and s-end markers, followed by a join. The "on" marker allows a non-deterministic choice of which branch to begin executing, as per (GS-Shf-Begin). This switches the rest of the processes to s-off , which is only reversed when the s-end marker is reached (GS-Shf-End). In that case, the completed branch stalls at a join marker j marker that records the number of processes to spawn, and then the appropriate -N rule takes it from there. We use the notation R[x/ y] to denote the substitution of all free instances of y in R by x. For example, (GS-Paral-N) spawns one process for the current value of the index i, and another one with the same operator having the starting value incremented by one. The latter will cause repeated applications of the rule, which stop with (GS-Op-End).
Programming language support
The global types defined in the previous section specify the permissible sequences of messages that participants may exchange in a given session, as well as their types. However, global types by themselves provide no implementation of the protocol. In this section, we therefore present Lang-A to write programs that embody protocols expressible in the global types of System-A. We define Lang-A such that there is almost a one-to-one correspondence between the language constructs and the syntax of local types in System-A, presented later in Section 6.
Syntax
The syntax of Lang-A is shown in Table 3 . A program begins with declaring the program parameters, akin to System-A parameters. Then come message structure definitions, and the code for each actor. Both actor and message definitions can include an optional array syntax after their name. In the case of actors, this syntax declares as many of them as the array parameter. In the case of message structures, it declares as many message types as the array parameter. This allows the expression of protocols where both actor names and message types are parameterized, such as
To give a taste of the language, Fig. 1 shows an implementation of the sliding window protocol that we described in Section 3. The spawn statement launches n parallel instances of its block argument, one for each value of the provided index expression. Sends and receives coming from different spawned operations can be interleaved in any way possible. In this example, both the sender and the receiver spawn n parallel operations, each consisting of a repeating send/receive pair. This allows any interleaving of sends and receives, as long as no more than n sends are left unacknowledged. Fig. 2 shows the limited resource sharing example of page 103, formula 3 implemented in Lang-A. The program begins with the definition of parameters n and k. Then it declares n different types of lock, unlock and ack messages. This way, information about which resource is being locked is embedded in the message type itself, and the structures can be empty.
The server spawns n operations to deal with the simultaneous locking of n different resources. The index declared in the spawn statement identifies the message used by the particular instance. The server can handle any of the k clients (indexed by j), as long as the current client is only locking-unlocking one resource (indexed by i). The select statement can only be used if the first communication statement that follows is a receive. The form used here includes an index expression j = 1..n in the beginning, and this index is used to match either the sort of the received message, or the sender. In this example, j determines the client that sent the request. Even though each client spawns one lock operation per resource, these do not cause inconsistencies because there is only one parallel handler per resource on the server (indexed by i). This way, the server serializes the requests, so that the same resource cannot be locked by more than one client at the same time. Only Table 3 The syntax of Lang-A. Literals are underlined. after the receipt of the relevant unlock message (indexed by i) can the same resource be locked again by another (or the same) client.
Semantics and trace generation
We give the operational semantics of Lang-A in Table 4 . The purpose of the semantics is to explain what traces a program can generate when executing, which will play a central role in the correctness proof of Section 10.
The semantics employ configurations of the form (SEL, SHUF, T , M, V , , R). SEL and SHUF are partial functions from markers to integers that we explain later; T is the trace produced so far; M is the multiset of pending (sent but not received) messages; V holds the values of variables, constants and parameters; is the multiset of currently running actors; and R is the program code. 
Definition 4 (Lang-A traces).
The set tr (P ) of traces of a program P ∈ P consists of all traces that can be derived by applying the semantic rules in Table 4 to the initial configuration ⊥, ⊥, , ∅, ∅, ∅, P until termination. That is, all different values T can have when P terminates, when T 's initial value is set to . We say that P terminates when the set in the configuration contains nothing but skip processes.
Only the first two rules in Table 4 rewrite the program code: (PL-ParInit) parses a parameter declaration and stores its value in V , assuming the value is input by the user at that point. (PL-ActorInit) parses an actor declaration, and places a new process in with the given behavior. It also appends skip to the code, to enable termination; this is similar to the appending of τ to global types by (GS-Init) in Table 2 . An actor a with behavior B ∈ Block ∪ Stmt is written B a . As in the semantics of global types, rules only mention those parts of the configuration that they alter. For example T is omitted everywhere except for (PL-Recv). Likewise, we omit braces around singleton sets. We use the customary rules for loops, conditionals, and sequential composition. As in the semantics of global types, we simplify the rules by relying on an auxiliary evaluation function v(·) that subsumes the standard reduction rules for computations in procedural languages [33, 45] . As before, we assume v to be side-effect free, as it simply consults the store V and returns the value of the expression provided as its argument. The store V is updated by (PL-Assign).
Sends are asynchronous. The respective rule (PL-Send) places the sent message in M, recording its type in the superscript, while the subscript stores the sender and the receiver. The only rule allowing code prefixed with a receive to progress is (PL-Recv). Hence, receives are blocking, which enables us to enforce message sequencing. Note that this is also the only rule that updates the trace T , which means that event production happens only on receives. In effect, communication is asynchronous; the order of events belonging to multiple sends or multiple shuffled receives is non-deterministic.
Note that since is a multiset, it may contain many actors with the same name. In this context, rather than using the term actor to refer to B a ∈ , we henceforth use the term process. We make this distinction due to the way the semantics handle choice, shuffling and concurrent composition: a separate process is spawned for each branch B i , as in
. . , B n a , all of which correspond to the same actor a, denoted in the subscript. Consequently, is the set of currently running processes, which we assume to run concurrently. In cases where many of them can receive a message in M, a non-deterministic choice is made by rule (PL-Recv). This is a general assumption in our system: whenever more than one reduction step can be taken, a non-deterministic choice is made as to which rule to apply, or which concurrent process to reduce. Select statements choose between the different branches of the behavior of an actor a, depending on the next received message. To implement the statement, the semantics create a concurrent process for each possible branch, all corresponding Table 5 The syntax of local types. As in the syntax of global types, the grammar contains the auxiliary symbols i ∈ IndexNames; n, n 1 , n 2 ∈ ParamNames ∪ N; a ∈ ActorNames ∪{α j | α ∈ ActorNames, j ∈ IndexNames}; and t ∈ MsgNames ∪{μ j | μ ∈ MsgNames, j ∈ IndexNames}.
to the same actor a. All concurrent processes block waiting to receive a message, and when one of them does, it determines the branch to be followed. At this point, all but the process corresponding to the branch taken are discarded. Branches must be tracked across statement sequences, nested choices, and actors created through spawn statements. To achieve this, the semantics associate each encountered select statement with a unique identifier (PL-Select). For each different branch, the respective process has a sel function, written as a superscript. This function maps the identifier introduced by (PL-Select) to the number of the branch that the process represents. Correspondingly, the configuration employs the partial function SEL to record the choice once it is made. A choice is made by the first process that receives a message, because the sort of the message as well as its sender determine the branch to be taken. Hence the SEL mapping is updated by the first branch to execute rule (PL-Recv).
The idea is that a concurrent process is only allowed to progress if its local sel mapping matches that of the SEL function on the configuration level. In this fashion, (PL-Recv) only allows a branch to progress in two cases: either the value of SEL is undefined-in which case it is updated to reflect the local one; or it is already the same as sel, meaning that the process is on the same branch as the one that set the value beforehand. Branches that do not satisfy any of these conditions are disposed of in rule (PL-SelectDone).
Note that concurrent processes created through a spawn statement all inherit their parent's sel map (PL-Spawn); hence, either all of them can progress (PL-Recv), of none (PL-SelectDone).
Shuffles are implemented in a similar way, using SHUF on the configuration level and shuf on the process level. The difference is that when a branch finishes, we need to allow one of the others to execute (because they all need to execute, albeit atomically as in the global type semantics). This is accomplished by introducing a special marker u k when spawning the shuffle branches (PL-Shuffle). This resets the value of SHUF to ⊥ when the branch completes (PL-ShuffleDone), allowing the next branch to execute (PL-Recv).
Local types
A local type specifies the abstract behavior of a single protocol participant, for example of one of the actors in a Lang-A program. Furthermore, local types specify the behavior restrictions that a global type implies for each protocol participant. This section defines local types and shows how to infer them from Lang-A code. Later, we discuss how local types can be used to check whether a Lang-A program conforms to a global type.
The syntactic category L of local types is defined by the grammar in Table 5 . We will use the variable L ∈ L , often indexed, to refer to local types. In the grammar, (L-Paral) is also defined as in the case of global types. Like there, the local type (a!t ; a!u) a?v allows three orderings of the events T = a!t, U = a!u and V = a?v, namely TUV, TVU, and VTU. As above, the specification a!t ; a!u enforces that T happens before U .
Local type inference
This section explains how local types can be derived from the code of a Lang-A program using the inference rules in Table 6 . To clarify the presentation, we distinguish between the types of program constructs (such as messages or variables) and types in System-A (which describe communication protocols). We use the term sort for the former, while the term type is used exclusively to refer to System-A local types. 
By S we denote the environment that contains the sorts of variables that appear in a Lang-A program. S contains statements of the form w : t when w is a message of sort t; w : const when w is a constant (numerical constant or parameter name), and w : ind when w is the name of an index. is updated based on actor definitions. We omit the formal definition of these rules for the sake of brevity.
The judgments presented in Table 6 are of the form R : L, read "under the environment , the sequence of actions R has (local) type L". The result of the typing is given by rule (Inf-Environment), which produces an environment containing all the local types in the program.
Note that computations (assignments, arithmetic operations etc.) type to τ , since they are not observable actions (Inf-Compute). Here, "computation" refers to the first line of rule SimpleStmt in Table 3 . While most of the other rules are straightforward, the ones involving shuffling and choice require some discussion. The intended meaning of shuffling is to support the reordering of its arguments. Implementing this in a traditional actor language would mean that the arguments of the shuffling operator would translate into different message handlers, so that the execution order is determined Table 7 The projection function for deriving the local type of a participant p from a global
by the order in which messages are received. Hence, the first communication primitive (given by function first (·)) in the arguments of a shuffle statement should be a receive. This is enforced by (Inf-Shuffle), which also demands that receive statements from different arguments be distinguishable either because the sender is different, or because the expected message's sort is different. Rule (Inf-Shuffle-N) achieves the same by making sure that the index appears free in the argument, that is, k ∈ fv(R), and that it is part of the sender's name or part of the expected message sort. The same premises apply to the cases of (Inf-Select) and (Inf-Select-N), respectively. Observe that the side condition is reversed in the case of (Inf-If), where the branches have to start with a send statement. While select and shuffle statements are an internal choice mechanism, if statements implement external choice.
Projection
Besides the characterization of actor behavior defined in the previous section, local types also specify the behavior restrictions that a global type implies for each participant.
For example, in the sliding window protocol of Section 3, the permissible behaviors of the sender a are described by the local type sending a message and then receiving an acknowledgment an unbounded number of times. Assuming that the window size n is a parameter, any interleaving of n such sequences is possible, with the obvious constraint of not receiving more acknowledgments than the number of messages sent. This is ensured by composing sequences of the form (b!m ; b?ack), where ordering is forced by the ; operator.
The above example local type is a projection of the global type of the sliding window protocol onto the sender actor. The projection function is formally defined in Table 7 ; G p is read "the projection of global type G onto the participant p" and the result is a local type. Applying the projection function to all participants in G gives an environment = {p : L p } p∈ , which maps actors to local types. In the table, the last four projection rules are only defined for n 1 ≤ k ≤ n 2 because we assume that we are projecting onto an actor in the range of the operator. As before, R[x/ y] denotes the substitution of the free instances of y in R by x. Also, more specific rules take precedence over less specific ones. For example, (P-Paral-N-Ind) takes precedence over (P-Paral-N) when projecting onto an indexed actor. In (P-Interaction), actor names are considered equal only if they match completely, that is, including indices.
For the lock/unlock example of Section 3, projecting the global type G of formula 2 (p. 103) onto a client c k (with 1 ≤ k ≤ n) and the server s yields
(c i ?lock ; c i !ack ; c i ?unlock) . In order for the last four rules of Table 7 to work properly, we disallow global types where the same name appears with more than one index, each introduced by a different operator application. An example of an unsupported case would be the following:
The problem appears because the two indices i and j come from two different applications of the concurrent composition operator, hence the result of the projection onto a participant a k depends on where the value of k lies in the sub-intervals defined by v 1 , v 2 , n 1 and n 2 . Since our projection function does not take external restrictions into account, we omit the treatment of such cases in this article, and discuss a possible solution in Section 11.
Finally, for reasons of presentation clarity, we assume a hygiene condition on projectable global types: parameterized operators should not include concrete limits-that is, we do not project types such as 
Type checking
So far, we have shown how to extract local types from Lang-A programs (Section 6.1) and also how to extract local types from global types using the projection function. By comparing the inferred and the projected local type, we can check a program's conformance to a given global type. To perform the comparison, we reduce the local types to a normal form according to the rules given in Tables 8, 9 and 10. This normal form neither includes τ terms (which come from applying the projection function), nor unnecessary parentheses. The reduction rules also replace complex operator applications with simpler ones, and bring the terms of commutative operators to a deterministic order. Table 8 Rules for eliminating τ terms from local types. Table 9 Rules for eliminating parentheses from local types. Table 10 Reductions of local types due to semantic equivalence.
where
and n a parameter 
Theorem 1 (Weak normalization). For any local type L ∈ L in System-A, there exists a finite sequence of reduction steps which brings the type to a normal form.
Rules for eliminating τ and getting rid of superfluous parentheses are shown in Tables 8 and 9 , respectively. More complicated cases are those where types are structurally different, yet semantically equivalent. With ≡ denoting trace equivalence (explained later), it is clear that both sides of
describe the same behavior. Rule (R-Distributive) in Table 10 ensures that such equivalences do not enable infinite reduction sequences, by effectively disallowing one of the two directions. Additionally, rule (R-Simple-Paral) comes from the fact that the concurrent execution of two message sends/receives is effectively the same as shuffling them. The obvious extensions hold for sequences of operator applications (but not the parameterized versions).
A more complex case of semantic equivalence is introduced by the commutativity of operators ⊕, ⊗, and . This is because we need to avoid reduction steps of the form L 1 op L 2 −→ norm L 2 op L 1 with op ∈ {⊕, ⊗, } as that would allow for infinite reduction sequences. By establishing an ordering among local types, we can reduce equivalent applications of an operator to a form where arguments always appear in a specific order. This is dealt with by rule (R-Commute), which uses the total order implied by Lemma 1. repeat 3: erase extraneous parentheses according to Table 9 4:
Lemma 1 (Coding
apply the τ -eliminations of Table 8 5:
apply the rules of Table 10 except (R-Commute) 6: until no further change is possible in L 7: order(L) 8: end procedure 9: 10: procedure order(L) 11: if L = a!m or L = a?m then 12: return; 13 :
order(L i ) 15 : 18: order(L ) 19 : 20: for i = 1 . . .k do 21: order(L i ) 22: end for 23: if op = ; then 24: reorder L according to (R-Commute) 25: end if 26: end if 27 : end procedure
We give the proof of Lemma 1 in Appendix A. Using the reduction rules mentioned above, we can now prove the weak normalization property for local types in System-A.
Proof (weak normalization).
Procedure normalize in Algorithm 1 brings the given local type to a normal form. In lines 2-6, it repeatedly applies operator precedence rules to eliminate parentheses (Table 9) , applies the distributive law and other operator expansion laws (Table 10) as well as τ -eliminations (Table 8 ). We can show that the loop in lines [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] terminates, by observing that (i) types are finite in length; (ii) except for (R-Distributive), (R-Simple-Paral) and (R-Commute), all rules strictly shorten the type; (iii) rule (R-Commute) is not applied in the loop, and (iv) rules (R-Distributive) and (R-Simple-Paral) systematically reduce some cases of shuffling and concurrency to choices, and hence cannot produce repetitions.
After the loop, procedure order handles operator commutativity by reordering the operator arguments (line 24) according to the coding given in Lemma 1. The following observations imply that order terminates and that the produced type cannot be reduced any further: 
Corollary 1 (Strong normalization). Every local type L ∈ L has a unique normal form L norm .
Proof. The normalization process given in Algorithm 1 is deterministic, and its output depends solely on the input type L.
Hence the output is unique to the input type. 2
It remains to show that a type and its normal form describe the same behavior. In order to do this, we need to define the semantics of local types, and show that the normalization process does not semantically alter a type.
On the semantics of local types
Recall that an environment P = {a:L a , . . . } maps every actor in the program P to its local type. Also, observe that there is a clear correspondence between the constructs of Lang-A and those of local types (Table 5 ).
This means we can define the trace generation relation ; on environments by essentially following the reduction rules of Lang-A (Table 4) . For an environment P as above, this idea gives a reduction relation such that the code of the actors is simultaneously reduced with the respective types. The only extra requirement is that when an actor takes a non-observable action (assignment, expression evaluation etc.), the respective type takes a silent step. Restricting this reduction relation only to the local types of an environment, we get the operational semantics of local types; these are formally given in Appendix B.
Theorem 2 (Type normalization preserves semantics). A type L and its normal form L norm are trace equivalent.
Informally, two local types are trace equivalent [20, 10, 1] when they can be used interchangeably, in the sense that when placed within any given context, they both produce the same set of traces. Although we omit a formal proof for the sake of brevity, Theorem 2 can be shown by induction on the length of the normalization process. Following the semantics in the appendix, one can verify that each normalization step results in an equivalent type (i.e. producing the same set of traces).
The similarity between the semantics of local types and those of Lang-A furthermore suggests the following theorem:
Theorem 3 (Subject reduction)
. Fix a program P , such that P : . Then, if P ; * P as per the language semantics (Table 4) with P : , we have that ; * .
Since ; * is the reflexive transitive closure of ;, the above can be shown by induction on the number of reduction steps the program takes. Sketching the proof: because of the way the semantics of local types are formed, we can see that each possible reduction step of the program (Table 4) can be juxtaposed to a reduction step of the respective local type (Appendix B).
Global type realization
In this section, we discuss the properties that a global type must satisfy in order to be projectable. Applying the projection function to a projectable global type will result in local types for the participants whose combined behavior is consistent with the global type-a fact we show in Section 10.
Before we proceed, it is important to observe that the side conditions in the rules of Table 6 ensure well-typed programs, whereas the conditions we describe here ensure well-formed global types. The subsequent discussion of projectability criteria uses the following notions:
• We extend the projection function onto events and write e p to denote the projection of event e onto the participant p using rule (P-Interaction).
• Since a trace is simply a sequence of events of the form p m −→ q, we extend the projection function onto traces in the natural way. We write t p to denote the projection of trace t onto p using rules (P-Seq) and (P-Interaction). When t p contains only τ terms, we shorten the description by writing t p = τ (empty projection).
• For a trace t, let first (t) and last (t) denote the first and last event of t respectively. Note that as discussed in Section 4.2, we only deal with finite traces.
• Recall that the set of traces a global type G can produce is denoted by tr (G). Abusing notation, the set of events that appear first in traces of G is denoted first (G) = {first (t) | t ∈ tr (G)}. Similarly, the set of events that appear last in traces of G is denoted last (G).
Sequentiality criterion
The purpose of this criterion is to ensure that the sequential constructs of a global type retain their sequential semantics 
Definition 5 (Sequentially projectable global type). The set P
; of sequentially projectable global types is defined inductively as follows:
where denotes the set of participating actors.
We illustrate the third case of the definition above with a type that is in P ; . Consider the global type 
Choice criterion
The purpose of this criterion is to ensure that projecting G 1 ⊕ G 2 maintains the choice semantics, meaning that all participants can recognize which branch of the choice operator they need to take during execution. As an example of a type that does not satisfy this criterion, consider
Here, a and b know which branch they are on, because on the left branch b receives a message of type m 1 from a, while on the branch on the right it receives a message of type m 2 . However, from that point on, b behaves identically with respect to c, which has no way of telling whether the message to send to d should be of type t 1 or t 2 . We call the first point at which two traces differ with respect to a given participant the distinctive point, which can be undefined if no such point exists.
Before giving the formal definition of the distinctive point, we first introduce some auxiliary notation. Let t = e 1 ; . . . ;e n denote a trace and p a participant; then we have the projection t p = e 1 p; . . . ;e n p. For any of the individual event projections, src(·) returns the index of the event in the original trace where the projection came from. In other words, for the projected events comprising t p, it is src(e i p) = i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We also write t τ p to denote the result of removing τ from t p. Essentially, t τ p is the result of first projecting the trace, then applying the rules of Table 8 to the result. In this case, src(·) is useful to recover the indices as they were before eliminating τ . 
Definition 6 (Distinctive point
In the case where t 1 p = τ , or t 2 p = τ , or t 1 p = t 2 p, no such (i, j) exists and the distinctive point is undefined.
The definition that follows captures the conditions under which the choice semantics are maintained after projection.
The first bullet deals with the non-parameterized version of the choice operator ⊕. Item (i) captures the case where a participant p is the first one acting on the two branches, in which case it must inform the others of the branch they are on. It does so by either sending a different message, or by sending to a different actor in each case. Note that the same actor must inform the others on both branches. Item (ii) captures the case where p is not the first one to act, in which case it must be informed of the branch it is on and the distinctive point should be a suitable receive event.
The second bullet inductively uses the first one to define choice-wise projectability in the parameterized case of choice ⊕.
Definition 7 (Choice-wise projectable global type).
The set P ⊕ of choice-wise projectable global types is defined inductively as follows:
• G = G 1 ⊕ G 2 ∈ P ⊕ iff ∀p ∈ , either of the following is true:
where p = q and p = q and (q = q or m = m )
and p = q and p = q and (q = q or m = m )
where is the set of participating actors.
Shuffle criterion
To be able to project the shuffle operators while maintaining the semantics, we rely on both the choice and the sequencing criteria. Recall that we define the shuffle operator as
For this to be projectable, it has to be the case that G 1 and G 2 can be sequenced both ways, and also that the right hand side satisfies the choice projectability criteria.
Definition 8 (Shuffle-wise projectable global type).
The set P ⊗ of shuffle-wise projectable global types is defined inductively as follows:
• G 1 ⊗ G 2 ∈ P ⊗ iff all of the following are true:
Notice how item (3) above works: if an actor can tell whether it is on G 1 or G 2 , then it is also able to tell the order in which G 1 and G 2 appear.
Concurrent composability criterion
As an example of what can go wrong when composing two global types with the operator, consider the following example:
The intended behavior of G is that a chooses whether to send a message of type m 1 In general, the problem appears when actions in one concurrent branch affect choices made on another. Global types that do not exhibit this problem are concurrently projectable. For two global types G 1 and G 2 , we have that (G 1 G 2 ) is concurrently projectable if there is no overlap between the distinctive points in G 1 and events in G 2 . Formally, the set P of concurrently projectable global types is defined as follows: 
Definition 9 (Concurrently projectable global types).
where denotes the set of participating actors. Notice how this definition also deals with the concurrent composability of two Kleene starred types (the Kleene star entails a choice pertaining to loop entrance and exit).
Kleene star criterion
Use of the Kleene star in global types can result in protocols whose projection is unsafe, that is, can result in execution traces that are not part of the original global type. To avoid this, a global type must be such that the entry and exit conditions to the starred type can be identified by all participants. Determining whether this is the case requires inspection of not only the starred type itself, but also of what comes after the starred section. Observe that G * ; G ≡ G ; (G * ; G ) ⊕ G , which means that both sequencing and choice constraints must be satisfied simultaneously.
Definition 10 (Kleene star projectable global types).
The set P * of Kleene star projectable global types is defined to be the set of all global types of the form G * ; G for which the following are all true:
Recall that P ; and P ⊕ are the sets of sequentially and respectively choice-wise projectable types. As an example of a type that is not in P * , consider G = (a 
Correctness
The conditions discussed in the previous section are sufficient to ensure that the projection function generates local types which are functionally consistent with the global type. We call a global type that satisfies all of the above criteria projectable:
Definition 11 (Projectable global type).
The set PR of projectable global types is inductively defined in Table 11 .
We denote the environment resulting from the projection of G onto each one of the participants by G . That is, G = {p : G p} p∈ where is the set of participating actors.
Definition 12 (Environment traces).
The set of traces tr ( ) producible by an environment is the union of the sets of traces producible by the local types in , as per the semantics found in Appendix B.
Theorem 4 formalizes our intuition that under the constraints of Table 11 , the projection function of Table 7 is correct; that is, the projected environment produces the same set of traces as the global type. Table 2 for the domains of the auxiliary symbols.
We now treat each of the inductive steps separately. For G ∈ PR, the inductive hypothesis is that the theorem holds for each of the sub-components G i ∈ PR comprising G.
[Seq]
Observe that
and that the part on the left of the semi-colons is G 1 , while the part on the right is G 2 , which means that they produce t 1 and t 2 respectively. Now since
−→ b}. Hence, for the environment above, we have: having produced t 1 at the semi-colon, the nature of the connective events (last (t 1 ) and first (t 2 )) forces the execution of G 1 ;G 2 to produce exactly the trace t 1 ; t 2 . We complete the proof by observing that this argument holds for any t 1 , t 2 as above, because of the definition of P ; .
[
From the definition of PR, we have G ∈ PR and G n ∈ P ; . Notice how the latter implies that (G ; . . . ; G) ∈ P ; , thus the proof is similar to case [Seq] above.
[Choice]
From the definition of PR, we have
. By definition of the choice operator, t ∈ tr (G 1 ) or t ∈ tr (G 2 ). It is easy to see that t ∈ G 1 ⊕G 2 , by noticing (i) the latter equals {p :
(ii) the part on the left of the choice operator is G 1 , while the part on the right is G 2 ; (iii) by the inductive hypothesis, tr
By definition of the ⊕ operator, we have t ∈ tr G 1 or t ∈ tr G 2 , and by the inductive hypothesis, tr (G 1 ) = tr G 1 and tr (G 2 ) = tr G 2 . Pick any two participants p, q in the system and let t 1 ∈ tr (G 1 ) and t 2 ∈ tr (G 2 ). Since G 1 ⊕ G 2 ∈ P ⊕ , we see the following cases:
• first (t 1 ) = p m −→ q and first (t 2 ) = p m −→ q . These two events are different from the perspectives of p and q alike.
Hence, either they are both executing t 1 , or they are both executing t 2 .
• d t 1 ,t 2 (p) is undefined. Then two cases: either t 1 p = t 2 p so it doesn't matter which one p is executing; or one of the projections is empty (τ ) but the other isn't, so p definitely knows which branch it is on.
•
These events are different from the perspective of p, as they are from the perspective of q, so they are both on t 1 , or (both) on t 2 .
Notice that the roles of p, q above can be interchanged. Since the cases above are true for all pairs of participants, it is either t = t 1 , or t = t 2 for some t 1 ∈ tr (G 1 ) , t 2 ∈ tr (G 2 ) as above. By definition of the ⊕ operator, t ∈ tr (G 1 ⊕ G 2 ).
[Shuffle]
The definition of PR gives us G 1 , G 2 ∈ PR and (G 1 ⊗ G 2 ) ∈ P ⊗ . Because shuffling can be expressed in terms of sequencing and choice, the proof falls back onto cases [Seq] and [Choice].
[Paral] •
and both e 1 and e j have p as the sender, so t 2 cannot "confuse" p regarding choices in t 1 and t 1 .
• 
A note on global types that end with a Kleene Star, such that G 2 above is empty: This case can be reasoned about by extending the projection function in the natural way, so that the empty global type projects to the empty environment. We complete this part of the proof by observing that (a) both the empty type and the empty environment produce the empty set of traces, and (b) sequencing any type with the empty one trivially respects the sequencing constraints of Section 9.1.
[ParamSeq]
hold from the definition of PR. Substituting 1 and 2 for i to generate G 1 and G 2 allows for the direct checking of the P ; criteria, and an inductive argument lets the proof fall back onto case [Seq].
[ParamChoice] [ParamShuffle]
From the definition of PR, we have that
It is easy to see that substituting 1 and 2 for i to generate G 1 , G 2 allows for direct checking of the P ⊗ criteria, and an inductive argument has the proof fall back onto case [Shuffle] .
[ParamParal]
It is easy to see that substituting 1 and 2 for i allows for the direct checking of the P criteria, and an inductive argument lets the proof fall back onto case [Paral]. 2
Conclusions and future work
We introduced System-A, a session-type system that allows for parameterized concurrency, where the number of participants, the types of messages sent, as well as the number of such messages are controlled by type parameters. We also demonstrated how to parameterize choice among various execution paths, so that the number and types of different paths to be taken may be unknown at compile time. Our system includes a novel shuffling operator, which expresses arbitrary reorderings of its arguments, again in a parameterized fashion. We furthermore described Lang-A, a programming language in which we can implement programs whose adherence to System-A specifications can be statically checked. A series of examples demonstrates that our approach allows us to specify and check more complicated interactions than prior work, such as the sliding window protocol and parallel resource locking/unlocking (Section 3).
In System-A, we can statically verify-without parameter instantiation-the compliance of implementations to protocols. We do this by first projecting (Section 7) the specification to parameterized types, and then comparing these projections against the types extracted from the program. We showed how to perform the latter step, i.e. type inference from Lang-A code (Section 6.1), and also demonstrated that structural equivalence of types in System-A is decidable. We presented this result in Section 8 by first showing weak, and subsequently strong normalization of local types. In Section 9 we discussed the conditions under which our projection function is correct, and proved their sufficiency in Section 10.
Future work Adding support for dynamic process creation is an important direction for future work. In its current form, System-A cannot express actor creation as a behavior, and global types assume that all participants already exist. Matching a created actor with its subsequent use in a type requires an extra step which is not obvious.
The semantic comparison of local types constitutes another practical consideration. Our normalization algorithm (Section 8) already includes many cases of semantically equivalent, yet structurally differing types (Table 10 ). Semantic comparison is unnecessary for the weak normalization proof, but would be useful in a practical setting where the user is interested in semantic adherence to a protocol. Specifically in the case where reordering of terms is possible as a result of operator commutativity, our suggested coding only serves as an existential proof. A more practical coding scheme could be developed, perhaps employing lexicographic ordering.
In its present form, System-A does not allow the arbitrary use of parameters. First of all, only indices that range over continuous integers are supported. Secondly, some all-to-all types of communication are not supported, due to the issues discussed in Section 7. These limitations can be overcome by allowing index sets, and making restrictions on them explicit. This would, for example, enable types with constraints such as One can then reason about how these restrictions affect projection, which will produce different output depending on provided side-conditions such as "project onto a k where k ∈ I ". Deniélou and Yoshida [21] propose a system where parameterization is achieved by means of quantification over roles. Roles are behavior specifications that are taken up by processes while they participate in a protocol, and processes are allowed to join and leave protocols dynamically. Their notation's expressiveness is limited when it comes to arbitrary, concurrency-induced interleavings of events. Nevertheless, incorporating their work into System-A would expand the applicability of the ideas presented here-even though towards a different direction.
Other possible extensions include support for session delegation and exception handling (in the sense of Carbone et al. [12] ). It may also be possible to transfer the recent, precise realizability results [4] for choreographies [44] to our parameterized specifications. Finally, other possible extensions concern the runtime monitoring application domain [18] . In particular, adding support for global assertions [8] can form the basis of a powerful theory for deriving local restrictions for each participant, which an asynchronous observer [19] can then enforce.
where ν is a meta-symbol ranging over words that describe type parameters. Recall that π 37 and π 38 It is clear from the way we use prime numbers that the fundamental theorem of arithmetic (uniqueness of prime factorization) implies the uniqueness of codes assigned to local types. 2 Appendix B. Local type reduction semantics Table 12 The semantics of Local Types, in close accordance to the semantics of Lang-A in Table 4 (LS-AuxNil) 
